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Bakri Abdul-Karim (Ph.D)  
Knowledge management at the African Development Bank. (Text) 
Beatrice Adera Amollo   
Digitization for libraries in Kenya. (Text & PPT) 
Professor John C. Anyanwu 
Keynote address: Developing knowledge for economic advancement in Africa. (Text & PPT) 
Dr Abraham Azubuike    
Being strategic about digitization. (PPT) 
Richard Bennett    
Springer book archives: the book will never die. (PPT) 
Matthew Buys   
EBSCOhost: meeting the challenges in Africa. (PPT) 
Africa Jumanne Bwamkuu   
Collaborative platform for knowledge access and use in Africa. (PPT) 
Jill Cousins 
A network model for the creation and sustainability of cultural heritage. (PPT) 
Douwe Drijfhout & Lesiba Ledwaba 
National digital library strategies: a South African perspective. (Text & PPT) 
Chrispin Hamooya 
Digitization of historical information at the National Archives of Zambia: critical strategic 
review. (Text & PPT) 
Werner Hillebrecht 
Establishing a digitization programme for Namibia: promises, pitfalls and progress. (Text) 
Sarah Kaddu & Ezra Kalule 
Examining technical issues of the world digital library in Uganda: challenges and prospects. 
(Text & PPT) 
Sarah Kagoda-Batuwa 
The East African Community electronic library: documenting the regional integration 
process. (Text & PPT) 
Brewster Kahle 
The Internet archive: universal access to all knowledge. (PPT) 
Amos Kujenga & Repke de Vries 
Developing knowledge for economic advancement in Africa. (PPT) 
Supporting African Digital Library projects: experiences from the field. (Text) 
David Larsen  
Collections and markets: pitfalls and possibilities. (Text) 
Roger Layton 
Principles of the digital heritage. (Text & PPT) 
Anthony J. Maeder  
Design considerations for digital image libraries. (Text & PPT) 
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Pierre Malan 
Creation of a digital African archive. (Text & PPT) 
Chedza Molefe  
Resource mobilization: a prerequisite for project implementation, success and sustainability. 
(Text & PPT) 
Dr Rafaa A. Ghobrial Morgos 
The digital future of scientific and technological information (STI) in the Sudanese research 
community.  (Text & PPT) 
Alexio Motsi  
Resource mobilization for capacity development for digitization.  (PPT) 
Glenda Myers, Danielle Aloia & Phindile Bekwa  
The Greylit project: international co-operative challenges in capacity and resources. (Text & 
PPT) 
Agnes Namaganda 
Digitization of Uganda’s musical cultural heritage: lessons from Makerere University Library 
digital archive. (Text & PPT) 
Ben Wekalao Namande 
Digitization of archival records: the Kenya National Archives and Documentation Service 
experience. (Text & PPT) 
Jean Paul Ndayisaba 
Burundi archives: policy and legislative framework. (Text & PPT) 
Victoria Okojie 
Remarks from the Chair of the IFLA Africa Section. (Text) 
Ms Irene Onyancha 
Capacity building activities on open access: the United Nations Economic Commission for 
Africa perspective.  (Text & PPT) 
Dr Joe Phaahla, Deputy Minister of Arts and Culture.  
Official Opening Speech. (Text) 
Nabil Saadallah 
Institutional repositories: description of VITAL as an example of a Fedora-based digital 
assets management system. (PPT) 
Geoffrey Francis Salanje 
Creating digital library collections: prospects and challenges for libraries in Malawi. (Text & 
PPT) 
Dr Daisy Selematsela 
Managing digital collections: a South African collaborative initiative. (PPT) 
Delight T. Sigauke & Dr C. T. Nengomasha 
Challenges and prospects facing the digitization of historical records for their preservation 
within the National Archives of Zimbabwe. (Text & PPT) 
Simon Tanner 
An analysis of the values, impact and benefits of digitisation for building national identity. 
(PPT) 
Azeb Tewolde & Massimo Zaccaria 
Developing new approaches to the preservation and sharing of Africa’s printed heritage: the 
Eritrean case. (Text & PPT) 
John Van Oudenaren 
The World Digital Library: a project overview. (PPT) 
Deborah Wilson 
A partnership that underpins sustainable capacity development (Text & PPT). 
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Teklemichael T. Wordofa 
Digitization and digital preservation activities and initiatives at the Addis Ababa University: 
































         
 
 
 
